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Abstract: Peer-to-Peer streaming support for 3D content (i.e., P2P
3D streaming) has recently been proposed to provide affordable and
real-time virtual environment (VE) content delivery. However, the
generally limited client upload bandwidth requires maximal bandwidth
utilization for effective streaming. This paper proposes BandwidthAware Peer Selection (BAPS), a peer selection strategy that improves
the bandwidth utilization for 3D streaming. BAPS enhances FLoD
(Flowing Level-of-Details), a peer-to-peer 3D streaming scheme, by
avoiding request contention and peer overloading as object and user
densities increase, thus improving both bandwidth utilization and
system scalability. We compare BAPS with FLoD’s strategies that
select from only peers within the area of interest (AOI) as data sources
and do not consider bandwidth capacity. Our evaluation shows that
BAPS achieves better performance in general, and maintains a stable
minimal quality of service (QoS) for streaming, which is important for
commercial applications.
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1 Introduction
Networked Virtual Environments (NVEs) are computer simulations that combine
networked communications and 3D graphics techniques to provide immersive and
responsive virtual interactions. Users in an NVE can assume virtual representatives
(or avatars) to interact with each other concurrently. The early military simulator
SIMNET (Singhal and Zyda, 1999), and the recent Massively Multiplayer Online
Games (MMOGs), such as World of Warcraft (WoW)1 or Second Life (SL)2 , are
all well-known examples of networked virtual environments. Rendering a scene in a
virtual environment (VE) requires a combination of various 3D objects (e.g., mesh
models and textures), currently often obtained from a full installation via a DVD
or a network download. However, downloading and installing the entire content to
local storage might take a long time. To address this issue, the technique of 3D
Streaming has been utilized.
3D Streaming (Mondet et al., 2008; Cheng et al., 2007; Andre et al., 2007;
Chu et al., 2008) refers to the real-time and continuous transmission of 3D
content through networks. Users only need to download the data for rendering a
given scene before navigation, without having to wait for the entire download to
complete. For example, Second Life delivers terabytes of user-generated content
with their 3D streaming technology (Hu et al., 2008). 3D streaming is similar to
media streaming (Magharei and Rejaie, 2007), where users can immediately use
the data when the data is only partially received. Before transmission, the data
also needs to be fragmented into many pieces, so that users will be able to see the
content progressively. However, differences exist between 3D streaming and media
streaming. For instance, video streaming transmits data pieces according to the
time sequence of the video, so the transmission sequence of the pieces is fixed.
On the other hand, 3D streaming transmits data based on 3D objects viewable
to the user, different viewing angles or distances thus would produce individually
different transmission sequences.
If 3D streaming is supported by a client-server (C/S) architecture, then all
content is provided by a central server. When a user requests new data, the
request is sent directly to the central server, waiting for the server’s processing and
response. However, C/S architectures cannot scale easily with user size, because
the bandwidth or computing resources of any given server is often fixed, whereas
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the number of users might increase with user activities, and may overload the
server’s capacity (e.g., a flash crowd could gather for a concert). When concurrent
requests from users exceed the server’s capacity, the efficiency and quality of
service (QoS) of the system will degrade. To address this problem, peer-to-peer
(P2P) architectures (Hu et al., 2008; Royan et al., 2007; Botev et al., 2008) have
been proposed to support 3D streaming. P2P networks are characterized by the
design where every user (or peer) plays the role of both the provider and the
requester: each user shares data with other users on the network. In other words,
because users can get what they need from other users, the data source is not
limited to the server. With this architecture, total amount of network bandwidth
or computing resources will increase as user size scales, improving the system’s
scalability.
Recent proposals in P2P-based 3D streaming (e.g., Hu et al., 2008; Royan
et al., 2007; Botev et al., 2008) show the benefits of using the P2P architecture
to reduce server load. However, request contention and overloading can occur for
some nodes (Sung et al., 2008), so some users’ bandwidth cannot be properly used
when the data sources are limited to only a few nearby neighbors in the virtual
space.
This motivates us to propose a Bandwidth-Aware Peer Selection (BAPS)
method on the basis of FLoD (Flowing Level-of-Details) (Hu et al., 2008, 2010),
a peer-to-peer 3D streaming scheme, to avoid request contention and overloading.
BAPS was first reported in (Chien et al., 2009). Unlike existing P2P 3D streaming
schemes, BAPS allows users to send requests to neighbors within the AOI (area of
interest) as well as to other users. Therefore, more data sources become available.
Furthermore, BAPS adopts bandwidth reservation and the Tit-for-Tat concept
from BitTorrent3 (BT) (Cohen, 2003) to 1) ensure a stable level of quality of
service (QoS); 2) improve bandwidth utilization, and 3) achieve higher scalability.
We verify BAPS with simulations and compare its performance with the original
FLoD to show its advantages.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some related
work. Section 3 defines our problem and describes the expected results; Section 4
proposes our peer selection and piece selection methods; Section 5 presents the
results of the experiments; and conclusions will be given in Section 6.

2 Related Work
In this section, we introduce some related work, including 3D streaming, P2P data
sharing and P2P 3D streaming.

2.1 3D Streaming
With the prevalence of 3D applications, the number of 3D objects accessible
via networks gradually increases. 3D objects are currently distributed by two
strategies: pre-installation and 3d streaming. Below we introduce both of the
strategies.
The pre-installation strategy is widely used in MMOGs. In such a strategy,
objects are obtained from a full pre-installation via a DVD or a network download.
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However, downloading and installing the entire content to local storage might take
a long time. To take the most popular MMOG, World of Warcraft (WoW), for
an example, downloading all its 3D objects of 8GB takes about 10 hours with a
network link of 2Mbps download bandwidth.
Unlike pre-installation, 3D Streaming (Mondet et al., 2008; Cheng et al., 2007;
Andre et al., 2007; Chu et al., 2008) allows users to download only a small portion
of 3D data for rendering a given scene before navigation. For example, Second
Life delivers terabytes of user-generated content with 3D streaming technology (Hu
et al., 2008). In general, 3D streaming can be achieved by two schemes: object
streaming and scene streaming, which are introduced below.
In object streaming, the data of a 3D object are fragmented into one base
piece and many refinement pieces before transmission. After downloading the base
piece, the user can immediately have a coarse view of the object. As time goes by,
refinement pieces are downloaded one by one and the user can have finer and finer
views of the object. The progressive meshes scheme (Hoppe, 1997) is one of the
most famous object streaming schemes. In the scheme, 3D objects are represented
by numerous triangular polygons. The more polygons that represent an object, the
finer the view of the object. Certainly, the finest representation of a 3D object has
the largest number of polygonal meshes, consuming most bandwidth to transmit.
In order to effectively transmit 3D object mesh data, Hoppe proposed an edge
collapse procedure to reduce the number of lines or meshes of 3D objects by
merging adjacent 3D points. By repeatedly executing the edge collapse procedure
on an object, we can derive a very coarse version of the object, which has only a
small number of meshes. And by recording the series of the collapsed edges and
merged points, which are called refinements data, we can retain all meshes by
recovering the original edges and points. Users can download the coarsest version of
meshes as the base piece of the 3D object for fast startup display, while gradually
downloading the series of refinements to have finer rendering of the object.
QSplat (Rusinkiewicz and Levoy, 2001) is another scheme of object streaming.
It uses a multi-level tree of bounding spheres to represent objects to handle
the visibility culling, level-of-detail control and rendering. Each node in the tree
structure is called a splat. It represents a spherical range and records the sphere
center position, sphere radius, and normal vectors and colors of objects contained
in the sphere. Spheres in a layer can be surrounded by another larger sphere of
the upper layer, while a leaf node of the bottom layer corresponds to a vertex of
the original mesh. The rendering of an object is achieved by traversing the tree in
a breadth first manner from the root with some culling rules. In the hierarchical
structure of the tree, if some node is not visible for the viewer, it and its child
nodes can be culled to increase rendering speed. When deeper nodes are rendered,
the rendering quality becomes better. When all leaf nodes are visited, the complete
details of the object are rendered. In this way, QSplat can serve as a 3D object
streaming scheme.

2.2 P2P Data Sharing
Data sharing is one of the most important applications in peer-to-peer networks.
Below we introduce the well-known peer-to-peer file (or data) sharing protocol,
BitTorrent (BT, Cohen, 2003), from which BAPS borrows ideas. In BT protocol4 ,
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a user (or peer) can share a file by first creating a small file called a torrent
containing metadata about the shared file and about the tracker, the computer
that coordinates the file distribution. Users that want to download the file must
first obtain a torrent file for it, and then connect to the specified tracker. The
tracker records all users downloading the file and tells them where to download
the pieces of the file. Users can then contact with each other to exchange the list
of downloaded pieces, and then send requests to download the desired pieces.
BT utilizes some mechanisms, such as Tit-for-Tat (TFT) and Local-RarestFirst (LRF) to improve file-sharing efficacy. To avoid overwhelming a peer, BT lays
a limit on the maximum number (5 by default) of uploading connections. Each peer
p will check periodically (every 10 seconds by default) if a connecting peer q that
is downloading data from p provides a corresponding bandwidth for p to download
data. If so, p is unchoking with respect to q and continues providing data to q. If
not so, p becomes choking with respect to q and does not send data to q (while
holding q in its waiting queue). This is the so-called TFT mechanism. On the
other hand, a peer always sends request to first download the rarest piece among
all connecting peers to keep the completeness of the file. This is the so-called
LRF scheme. To make the newly joining peer can fast obtain the first file piece, a
peer adopt the Optimistic Unchoking Policy to periodically (every 30 seconds by
default) to arbitrarily pick up an extra peer to provide it data.

2.3 P2P 3D Streaming
In this subsection, we introduce FLoD, on which the proposed scheme BAPS is
based. FLoD is a peer-to-peer 3D streaming scheme that allows users to download
3D scene data from other users and to navigate the scene without a full download
of the scene. As shown in Figure 1, FLoD divides the whole virtual world into
fix-sized, indexed regions, where small squares and the star stand for avatars,
‘+’ symbols stand for object centers, and the circle stands for the AOI of the
avatar represented by the star. Each region has an associated scene description
recording the properties, such as the IDs, positions, orientations, scales and piece
information, of all objects within it. When a user enters the virtual world, it first
acquires the scene descriptions of all regions that are covered by its AOI. The
descriptions may be obtained from the server or from the user’s AOI neighbors,
users whose avatars are within the user’s AOI. Afterwards, the user applies the
piece selection strategy to determine the download priorities of pieces of objects
within the AOI according to the object’s importance, visibility, dependency, and
distance to the user. To make users navigate the scene as soon as possible, base
pieces always have the highest priorities.
A user in FLoD always tries to download object pieces from AOI neighbors
first. The user sends queries to all AOI neighbors and sends a request to an
arbitrary neighbor that replies positively for downloading a desired piece. If the
downloading request is not granted, the user sends a request to another positively
responding neighbor. If no neighbor responds positively, the user then sends a
request to the server for downloading the piece. The query-reply-request-download
handshaking is simple and can avoid redundancy of piece downloading. However,
the queries consume a lot of bandwidth. Furthermore, the user needs to wait for
the replies to the queries and the responses to the requests, which consumes much
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Schematic of a Virtual Environment Divided into Fixed-Sized Cells

Original Request Area of FLoD (left) and Multi-level Request (right)

time. The paper in (Sung et al., 2008) proposed that peers proactively exchange
with AOI neighbors the list of available pieces. The exchange of available-piece
lists is performed incrementally, and thus can be performed efficiently. To be more
precise, a user sends to a newly connected AOI neighbor the whole list of available
pieces, and it just sends out the list of additional pieces that it obtains afterwards.
The paper also proposed that users send requests for downloading desired pieces
in a multi-level manner. As shown in Figure 2, instead of sending requests to AOI
neighbors within the whole AOI, the user first sends requests to AOI neighbors in
the most inner circle of AOI. If the requests are not granted, then the user sends
requests to the second inner circle of AOI, and so on. In this way, it is unlikely that
a user gets requests from different users at the same time. Hence, the probability
of request contention becomes lower and the download requests can be granted
faster.

3 Problem Formulation
We formulate our user scenario based on Second Life, as it is a more generalized
model for virtual worlds among current MMOGs. There are two types of network
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transmissions in Second Life: states and content data. States provide information
about what surrounds the current user, such as the positions of other users and
the placements or status of objects (e.g., how filled is a glass of water, or how
much money an item costs). When a user is aware of the surrounding objects
through the states, requests of the 3D objects (i.e., the content data) can then be
sent to the server. States therefore consist of smaller packets and require higher
responsiveness and security. On the other hand, according to (Liang et al., 2008),
61% to 88% of the network traffic in Second Life is for textures, which is a type
of 3D content. Therefore, to reduce server loading and maximize the number of
concurrent users, the sensible priority is to reduce bandwidth usage due to the
transmission of 3D objects. This paper is based on a former study of FLoD (Hu
et al., 2008, 2010), which is a framework that addresses issues of 3D streaming in a
P2P network. In FLoD, there are two sources for content download: AOI neighbors
and the server. As AOIs may intersect, users can find other users with similar
object interests to form a neighbor group, which can then serve as another source
for content download. When a user wants to download certain objects in the AOI,
the user can send a request to another user who owns the object from the AOI
neighbor group. If there are no AOI neighbors to request, requests are then sent to
the server. However, as there is a limit on concurrent servable requests, a download
might be delayed due to the inability to send or respond to requests. We identify
three problems in FLoD’s basic strategy:
1.

Non-server content sources are limited to current AOI neighbors. However,
other non-AOI users who have been in the same area may still possess
the objects of interest. The download thus can be inefficient due to the
insufficiency in content sources.

2.

Random peer selection causes bandwidth waste and request jam. It is found
that a naive random peer selection causes users of different upload bandwidth
to carry the same loading (Sung et al., 2008), users of low upload bandwidth
can thus be in a request jam (i.e., receiving requests beyond capacities),
whereas users with high upload bandwidth are idling. Bandwidth thus is not
efficiently allocated.

3.

Unstable connections exist between peers. As connections are created and
broken very dynamically according to user movements, the response time
of the content requests cannot be estimated accurately. The quality of
streaming thus would suffer and cannot be consistently guaranteed.

In summary, it is found that getting content from only the AOI neighbors
limits the download sources, and random selection causes unbalanced workload
and request contention. (Sung et al., 2008) propose to solve the above problems by
reserving a list of past AOI neighbors and using a multilevel AOI for the request
areas. However, the work neglects the difference in upload bandwidth between
users and does not assure that the source nodes have sufficient bandwidth to
provide for download. The P2P network thus may not transmit most effectively.
Besides, when the user density is high, even with multi-level AOI requests, users
within a single area might still receive excessive data requests. Therefore, we
propose an improved mechanism with the following objectives:
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Figure 3

Data Structure of 3D Streaming Object

1.

Develop a bandwidth allocation method to reduce the waiting time to fulfill
download requests and improve the streaming quality.

2.

Construct Peer Lists to provide additional data sources, and adopt a
Bandwidth-Aware Peer Selection (BAPS) strategy, so that peer selection is
not limited to only AOI neighbors.

3.

Introduce the Tit-for-Tat in BitTorrent (Cohen, 2003) to provide prioritized
download for users with larger upload bandwidth, so that they are able to
provide more data to other users sooner, reducing the server’s loading for
better scalability.

4 Design of BAPS
4.1 Assumptions and Basic Ideas
Based on the ideas of FLoD (Hu et al., 2008, 2010) and the work of (Sung
et al., 2008), we divide a virtual world into several scenes with fixed sizes. Each
scene consists of a scene description with the number of objects and each object’s
placement and size. When a user logins the virtual world, he/she will be informed
of the scene descriptions according to the user’s AOI coverage. In this work we
assume that there is a gateway server to perform this task (i.e., the server notifies
each user the necessary scene descriptions) in order to focus on the P2P aspect of
content exchange. Note that in the original FLoD design, scene descriptions are
provided by a P2P overlay as well. However, as scene descriptions are often much
smaller than the actual content, we assume that they have negligible contribution
to bandwidth and may be performed in either a client-server or P2P fashion.
The required 3D objects are then downloaded according to the scene descriptions.
When new objects are found, a list of required objects is formulated by a Piece
Selection procedure to determine the content pieces to be downloaded and their
priorities. Once a piece is selected, the Peer Selection procedure will find an
appropriate user to request. We describe the procedures below:
1) Piece Selection mainly deals with the transmission priority of piece request.
We first assume that objects in the VE are fragmented into one or several pieces
with Level of Detail (LoD) techniques (Schmalstieg and Schaufler, 1997). As
shown in Figure 3, every object is divided into a base piece (BP), and many
refinement pieces (RP), where successive pieces depend on the previous ones, so
every 3D object can be transmitted as a streaming content. When a user has
downloaded a base piece, the object can be seen in its rough outline; and if the
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download continues, then the object will appear more refined. According to the
nature of virtual world, Piece Selection prioritizes the download order with two
considerations: (1) visual contribution of the piece and (2) object proximity in the
virtual world.
As 3D objects are displayed progressively, BP has to be downloaded before
showing RP1 , and Ri−1 is required before Ri . So, download priority depends on
the piece number, where pieces with smaller numbers are downloaded first.
P r(P iecei ) = w(P iecei )/dist(ObjectA )
We thus define the priority P r of P iecei of ObjectA as above, where w(P iecei )
indicates the visual contribution (or weight) of the piece, and dist(ObjectA )
represents the virtual distance between ObjectA and the user. Higher P r values
indicate higher priorities. When a user has to transmit several pieces at the same
time, this value would help to decide which data piece has higher priority.
2) Peer Selection decides to whom a request is sent. In P2P 3D streaming, in
order to provide a good navigation, the system should focus on the timeliness of
piece download. To reduce waiting time, we propose to use bandwidth reservation
to allow requests be served as soon as they are received. We realize that if
content sources are limited to AOI neighbors, insufficient downloadable sources
and request jam may result. To solve these problems, we propose Bandwidth-Aware
Peer Selection (BAPS), which includes Bandwidth Allocation and Multi-Source
Selection, to help users allocating bandwidth properly and finding appropriate
content providers. Similar to other media streaming, 3D streaming should assure a
stable streaming quality, which can be achieved by avoiding excessive waiting time
on piece requests. Considering that in residential networks, bandwidth resources
are often limited and asymmetric for upload and download, we thus lower the
allowable requests for users with lower bandwidth in order to avoid jamming in the
requests. For users with higher bandwidth, we should also allocate the bandwidth
efficiently to avoid resource idling. By using pre-allocation, the upload bandwidth
of a user is divided into several connection channels of identical sizes. When a
requester asks a peer for content, a connection channel is created first, where the
provider will reserve some upload bandwidth, so that requests will not be delayed
due to request jam. If enough bandwidth cannot be allocated, the requester is
denied connection and may need to look elsewhere for other peers. Each channel
is constantly monitored to make sure that it is occupied. If channels sit idle for
a system-defined time, the channel is recycled for other users. As object pieces
are linearly dependent, when a user makes requests to some peers, it means that
their AOIs have been overlapped at some time (past or present) and include the
same objects. The provider thus is likely to own other content pieces needed by the
requester. By reserving bandwidth at the provider, the request flow can be kept
smooth and continuous (i.e., similar to a pipeline), which increases its efficiency.

4.2 BAPS Algorithm
We now describe BAPS in more details according to the main stages in P2P 3D
streaming (Hu et al., 2010):
1) Object Discovery: Before performing the piece and peer selections, our first
task is to identify which objects are within the user’s view and thus are relevant
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to download. This is achieved by reading the scene descriptions obtained from the
central server. As object discovery is not our main focus, we assume that such a
simple method would suffice. If dynamic object creation / deletion / update were
to be supported, then a more sophisticated mechanism can be used.
2) Source Discovery: To improve the source insufficiency due to requesting
from only AOI neighbors, a Peer List is also included in the scene description,
which describes the users who have ever downloaded the scene. The Peer List
is constructed by the gateway server, which logs the users who request for each
scene descriptions. So when other users request the scene descriptions, the server
can randomly select some users who have requested the same scene description
previously into the Peer List. Users can learn from the list about other users who
have ever accessed the scene. This way, the potential sources for peer selection is
increased. A new Peer List is obtained each time a scene is entered; however, for a
given scene the list is not updated by the user unless the sources are too few. AOI
neighbors, on the other hand, is updated continuously from the P2P overlay, and
may reflect the sources more timely.
3) State Exchange: This step includes connection request and state exchange.
After knowing who are the content sources, we then need to know which peers
own the required data pieces by exchanging some simple states (Sung et al., 2008).
We adopt the proactive push-based distribution of such meta states on piece
availability (as proposed in Bharambe et al., 2006; Xie et al., 2007) to save the
time on state exchange, and a passive pull-based method for the later content
exchange (which tolerates more latency). In order to inform existing connected
peers on the availability of pieces, we specify the state exchange peers as both the
AOI neighbors and peers with established connected channels. When a user comes
to a new scene which it has no knowledge of, it would connect with some randomly
selected peers from the Peer List and AOI neighbors. Otherwise, the user will only
connect with peers who are known to possess the desired content. When the size
of known peers is lower than a pre-defined value, the server is asked to provide a
new Peer List.
4) Content Exchange: This is the main stage where piece selection and peer
selection are performed. We determine the request rpi for piece pi according to the
Piece Selection policy as follows. If set A represents all the owners of pi among
known users; set B represents the known owners of pi in the connected channels;
and set C is the owners of pi in AOI neighbors. As users in set B have reserved
bandwidth for incoming requests, when a piece request is sent to any peer in set
B, it will immediately be served without being delayed due to too many requests.
We choose from set B a content provider who has not yet reached the maximum
supportable requests. If no provider is found in set B, then we pick a source from
set C. When no appropriate provider is found either in set B or set C, we examine
whether we meet the Server Request Condition (Hu et al., 2008). If so, we send
a request to the server. In case we fail to find anyone to request, that means the
total system resource is insufficient, and we would randomly select a few users in
set A to ask for new connections.
When a provider receives a piece request, it should immediately decide whether
to serve the request. In the original FLoD, the piece request procedure uses the
first come first serve model, or FCFS. The benefit of this model is an equal
opportunity for all requesters. Thus, the requested loading is evenly distributed.
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Table 1

Simulation Parameters

World dimension (units)
Cell size (units)
AOI-radius (units)
Time-steps (10 steps = 1 sec)
Object Size (KB)
Piece Size (KB)
Percentage of Base Piece
Server Download/Upload Limit (KB)

Table 2
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1000 × 1000
100 × 100
100
1500
100 – 300
5
10%
1000/1000

User Bandwidth Distribution

download (KB/sec)

upload (KB/sec)

Node Fraction

96
187
375
1250

10
30
100
625

0.05
0.45
0.40
0.10

However, the FCFS model offers the same opportunity for users with high upload
and users with low upload bandwidth, making the high capacity users to have
idle bandwidth resource while unable to distribute content to others (called a
content bottleneck Magharei and Rejaie, 2007). To improve such scenario, when a
requester asks for a connection channel, if the provider is fully loaded, connection
preference is given to peers who have contributed more content, using a Tit-forTat policy (Cohen, 2003). By Tit-for-Tat, we mean that if a remote peer has
provided adequate responses (i.e., upload) to the provider recently, then preference
will be given to this remote peer to establish a connection channel. Note that the
contribution is not accumulated but rather recent contribution within a certain
time period, so both the remote peer’s capacity and content availability are
considered in such an approach. When connections are fully loaded, those with
lower transmissions will be suspended, so that higher contributing peers (which
may more likely be high capacity peers) can obtain content faster and serve sooner.

5 Evaluation
This section describes the evaluation of BAPS via simulations. We first present
the simulation environment and methods, followed by the metrics used and result
analysis. Our experiment is based on the FLoD architecture and procedures (Hu
et al., 2008), where users, represented as nodes on a 2D plane, are simulated to
move for a certain number of time-steps under a clustering movement pattern (i.e.,
nodes would move near certain hotspots with a high probability, Hu et al., 2008).
One experiment case is run 10 times for obtaining average simulation results. Each
node needs to obtain the scene description of the cells that its AOI covers, before
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requesting the objects located in each cell. Please see Table 1 for the simulation
parameters. At the initialization phase, all 3D objects are placed randomly in the
VE, and the object sizes are between 100KB to 300KB. During the experiment,
different number of nodes are created (e.g., from 50 to 500) to represent users
of the virtual world. Similar to the objects, their placements are random. At the
beginning, all nodes remain at the initial positions until 99% of the initial AOI
objects are downloaded. This assures that users are equipped with some content
to exchange with others before their movements start. We can thus focus on the
steady state behaviors during data distribution. The user bandwidth allocation is
set as in (Bharambe et al., 2006) (see Table 2) to simulate a real environment,
so that we may examine the performance of different algorithms under a realistic
bandwidth distribution. Note that for the comparisons below, the same bandwidth
limits are applied for both the original FLoD scheme and BAPS for evaluation.
To simplify the simulation and focus on the effects caused by different
numbers of peers and objects, we assume peers have an unlimited cache size. The
assumption is justified by the FLoD designers’ observation that cache sizes over
a certain critical value would not affect the actual performance much, as long as
a minimal amount of cache is provided. We have observed BAPS has the similar
property. For example, Figures 4 and 5 show that BAPS has similar fill ratios
and base piece latencies (two major performance metrics which will be defined in
the next subsection) when peers have a cache size that can accommodate over
8 times the number of objects expected to appear in the AOI for the cases of
100 and 200 peers with 300 objects. A peer is said to have a k-AOI cache size if
its cache size equals to k ∗ (T otalObjectSize/W orldArea) ∗ AOIArea. Therefore,
when peers have an over 8-AOI (i.e., 14.67 MB) cache size, the system performance
is pretty good for the above-mentioned cases. A peer stores all object data into
cache for efficient object display and quick response to object download request.
When cache is full, objects are replaced in the farthest-object-first manner. To
further simplify our comparisons, there is no direct comparison made with another
FLoD enhancement (Sung et al., 2008). The main reason is that of the two
main improvements in (Sung et al., 2008), the idea to actively exchange content
availability information is already incorporated in BAPS; while the benefits of
multi-level AOI requests is not significant as compared with random request in the
original FLoD (see Sung et al., 2008). We thus note that our work complements
the work of Sung et al. to provide additional enhancements.

5.1 Metrics
The following metrics are used for performance evaluation:
Server Request Ratio (SRR): Data pieces are requested from both peers
and the server, but when a peer provider cannot be found and the Server Request
Condition is matched, the user can request from the server. The proportion of
pieces (in data size) obtained from the server is described in percentage as Server
Request Ratio (SRR). Lower SRR means lower loading for the server and better
system scalability.
Fill Ratio: To evaluate the visual quality of a scene, a simple quantity is to
measure the ratio between successfully downloaded content and the total interested
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(i.e., within AOI) content (in size). A higher ratio means a more sophisticated 3D
scene and thus a better visual quality.
Base-Piece Fill Ratio: This metric is defined to be the ratio of the number of
displayable objects over the total number of objects within AOI, where displayable
objects stand for the objects whose base pieces have been downloaded. A higher
ratio means a scene displaying more objects, which in turn leads to a better coarse
view of the scene.
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Request Latency: The delay between sending a piece request to acquiring
the piece shows the efficiency of request serving and whether there is a request
jam. Here we focus on the latency for the first (base) piece (i.e., base latency), as
it shows how quickly a user may start navigation in a scene. Note that while the
completion latency (Hu et al., 2008) (i.e., when an object is fully downloaded) is
also important, but because we simulate constantly moving nodes, the completion
latency may not be measured for all objects.

5.2 Performance Analysis
In the following simulations, we use two setups to evaluate bandwidth utilization
and the system’s scalability: (1) Fixed user size and movement paths to maintain
the same available bandwidth, while adjusting object quantities to evaluate
bandwidth utilization; (2) Fixed object placements and quantities with varying
user sizes to evaluate the system’s scalability. Finally, we evaluate the streaming
quality with time-series in how fill ratio changes.
Bandwidth utilization: In a P2P network, data pieces are obtained from both
server and peers. When users cannot find appropriate sources in the P2P network,
the request is shifted to server. So if the SRR is high, then the P2P network may
be under-utilized. By maintaining the same user size (100 peers) and movement
paths while varying the object size (from 100 up to 500), we test the performance
under different workloads. M objects are randomly placed∑
in the VE, whose sizes
M
are Di |i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , M . The total content size thus is:
i=1 Di , which is also
the maximum downloadable volume for a user. The
average
downloadable
volume
∑M
in AOI is shown as (AOIArea/W orldArea) ∗ i=1 Di . For example, when 300
objects with an average size of 200KB exist, there will be a total of 60 MB of
content, and the average AOI content size is 1.88MB.
As shown in Figure 6, when the content sources are extended from AOI
neighbors to Peer List neighbors, under our strategy and the same number of
objects, the server’s loading reduces 59.8% on average. For example, when there
are 200 objects, the SRR is 14.6% in FLoD but only 8.6% in BAPS, which is about
a 55.9% reduction on server loading; when there are 500 objects, the reduction
rate becomes 66.2%.
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The server loading is efficiently reduced with multiple sources and the improved
peer selection. However, we also need to know the bandwidth overhead of using
Peer Lists. It is found that Peer Lists take 4.3% in the entire transmission, and
the proportion increases with the number of objects. This shows that its cost is
acceptable, but also indicates that as the object quantity grows, AOI neighbors
will not provide sufficiently, and requests for Peer Lists would increase.
As for the fill ratio, Figure 7 shows that the fill ratio reduction in FLoD
is higher than BAPS. When there are 100 objects, the fill ratio in FLoD is
87.5%, and when the object size increases to 500, the fill ratio is reduced to
55.7% with a reduction rate of 31.8%. So as object density increases, bandwidth
becomes insufficient and the fill ratio suffers. As for BAPS, the fill ratio is reduced
from 92.5% to 75.1%, which is 17% less compared to FLoD. Consequently, given
identical bandwidth, BAPS is able to provide better utilization with a lower
reduction in fill ratio.
Figure 8 shows the latency for getting the base piece (i.e., the base latency, Hu
et al., 2008), where the base piece is 10% of object size. We note that as object
size increases, it takes more time to get the base piece. The latency curve of FLoD,
however, grows noticeably faster than BAPS. It is likely due to the limited content
sources and random peer selection in FLoD, as requests are distributed evenly
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to all peers, even those with low bandwidth. With BAPS, not only base piece
download is prioritized, bandwidth is also reserved for base piece requests to ensure
that users can obtain them faster.
System Scalability: We simulate different number of peers to evaluate the
scalability of the system, while fixing the object size at 300. When users are unable
to obtain content from peers, requests are shifted to the server. So we need to
observe whether server loading increases as the number of user scales. Figure 9
shows the percentage of data obtained from the server in FLoD and BAPS. When
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user size increases, FLoD and BAPS both reduces server loading. But for BAPS
the server request ratio is even lower. Figure 10 shows the average fill ratio after
1500 time-steps. The more limited content sources produce the lower fill ratio for
FLoD. Figure 11 shows the comparisons in base latency. We can easily observe the
difference in performance from Figure 10 and Figure 11. One observation is that
both FLoD and BAPS can effectively relive server loads and maintain relatively
stable performances as user scales. However, BAPS in general achieves better
performance, as connection channels are created to provide better guarantee on
request latency.
Streaming Quality: Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(b) show the time-series of fill
¯
ratio under 100 peers and 300 objects. Here we see the general trend of the fill
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ratio first increases for some period, then decreases as peers start to move after
the overall fill ratio has reached 99%. This is to ensure that peers have enough
initial content to share. The fill ratio restores with time, because when peers obtain
more pieces, sharing also becomes more effective. We see that FLoD takes more
time to stabilize, and when users begin to move, the fill ratio decreases more
significantly than in BAPS. In these figures, we show the maximum / average
/ minimum fill ratios achieved among all users. A fast increase in maximum fill
ratio indicates the effective use of the Tit-for-Tat policy. It preferentially connects
with peers with more contribution and suspends non-performing channels. The
minimum fill ratio indicates the worst streaming quality a user may experience.
An important observation from Figure 12(b) is that by reducing request jam, a
more stable streaming is achieved even for worse case scenarios. For commercial
providers, such minimal QoS guarantee can be important to ensure a basic level of
user satisfaction.
Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the time-series of base-piece fill ratio under the
cases of 125, 250 and 500 peers, and the cases of 250 and 500 objects. Note that we
just depict the first 150 steps in the figures because all the curves reach 100% for
almost all the cases after 150 steps. We see that more objects or more peers lead to
worse ratios. This is because in the first 100 steps, many pieces are still provided
by the server, so more time is needed to serve more peers with more objects. We
can also see that BAPS has better base-piece fill ratios than FLoD. This means
BAPS can render more base pieces of the scene than FLoD. Therefore, users will
feel that newly-encountered objects are rendered faster in BAPS than in FLoD.

6 Conclusion
FLoD demonstrates the possibility of progressive 3D content streaming in a
P2P network. In this paper, we propose a Bandwidth-Aware Peer Selection
(BAPS) method that reduces the request latency by having bandwidth allocation
channels and more content sources beyond AOI neighbors. We perform simulation
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experiments to evaluate BAPS and FLoD in terms of the server request ratio, fill
ratio, base-piece fill ratio, and request latency. The simulation results show that
when content sources are limited, source insufficiency and request jam can occur.
Such insufficiency is mitigated by BAPS with the adoption of peer lists provided
by the server. To make high capacity users contribute more, we use BitTorrent’s
Tit-for-Tat peer selection strategy to determine the peers to form connection
channels. Future improvements to BAPS include a more distributed approach to
maintain the Peer List (instead of relying on server), as maintaining Peer List
can be a potential bottleneck for the server. We would also like to evaluate our
strategies using more realistic user-traces or behaviors. Empirical comparisons of
BAPS and real systems (e.g., Second Life) are also considered as future work.
The comparisons are challenging since BAPS needs accurate end-to-end available
bandwidth determination for implementation.
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